How to Select a Camp Site:
1. At a campground, camp at a designated tent site or occupy a shelter.
2. When all sites are occupied, use the identified overflow group campsite (if present).
3. When all sites are occupied, ask to share a tent site.
4. When all sites are occupied and there are no viable tent sites to share, ask to pitch your tent or hammock outside a shelter.
5. When options 1-4 are full, camp outside of campground per cross-country camping regulations and zone map.

Legend
- Open 4/16 to 10/31
- Closed 4/16 to 8/1
- Closed 4/16 to 8/1 except within 1/4 mile of Siskiwit, Intermediate, Wood, Whittlesay, and Lake Superior shores
- Closed All Year
- Campgrounds
- Trails

This map is intended for information use only. It is not intended for navigation.